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Notes before assembling 
This product requires glue for assembly – any wood glue will work.  

 

Assembly Instructions 
Most the products have similar methods of assembly, for this reason, not all the products have comprehensive 
assembly guides, they might refer to one that is constructed in the same manner. 

Once assembled the lid simply goes on top, into the slots.  It does fit tightly, so apply pressure to the tabs on the lid 
to get the lid seated, at which point it should sit flush to the top of the tray. 

Note that while the lids are fairly secure, they are not meant to be a rugged solution –  for normal storage (both flat 
and on their side), as well as transporting the boxes flat should be fine, but if you intend to transport your board 
games on their side, you should put a rubber band or similar around the trays to stop them working their way loose. 

 

  



200mm Wide Trays 

200-Std: Standard 200mm Tray 
Start by applying glue on all the tabs around the 
bottom of the base, as indicated by the green areas 
here. 

 

 

 

 

Place one of the sides into position, and then, after 
applying glue along the tabs on the short edge of an 
adjoining side, put that into place.   It is easiest if you 
to this by seating it down into the base, and then 
closing the side on to an existing side, as pictured. 

 

Repeat this process with the 3rd side. 

The last side is done in the same way, except that 
glue is to be applied to both edges of the panel. 

 

 

 

The dividers can now be slotted in to make many configurations to keep your game 
pieces.   Some small scoops are provided that you can slide into the slots along the 
bottom edge of the tray.  These will stop pieces getting stuck in the corner of the 
box.  If used, they should be done butting up next to a divider.    Slip them in to one 
side, and them push them all the way through until they are flush to both edges. 

Large flat components (like cards and some playing pieces) might be difficult to 
access; the holes in the base may be pushed out in order to push them up from the 
bottom.  These holes are very firmly attached, so might require a bit of force to push 
out – this is by design, so they don’t work their way out over time, should you not want them out. 



 
200-Std Completed Assembly 

 

200-Deep: Deep 200mm Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

 
 

  



250mm Wide Trays 

250-Std: Standard 250mm Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

250-Deep: Deep 250mm Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

250-Jumbo: Jumbo 250mm Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

 
 

 

 

  



250-Card: 250mm Card Tray 
The basic assembly is done in the same way as “200-Std: 
Standard 200mm Tray”. 

Once the tray is complete, insert the dividers as shown.   

  



290mm Wide Trays 

290-Std: Standard 290mm Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

290-Jumbo: Jumbo 290mm Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

290-Card: 290mm Card Tray 
This is assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 
200mm Tray”. 

  



290-Drawer: 290mm 4-Drawer Tray 
The 4 drawers are assembled in the same way as “200-Std: Standard 200mm 
Tray”. 

For the drawer holder, start by inserting the dividers in to the slots as per the 
photo.  You do not need to glue these parts.   These dividers are very similar to 
the end pieces, but the tabs are different.  Be sure you use the 3 that are the 
same as dividers, and the other 2 as the end pieces. 

 

 

Now, the two long sides can be installed.   Apply glue to the green tabs 
indicated, and then push the sides on to the assembly.  If you start from one 
side and get the divider tabs to line up one by one, it will go together easily. 

 

 

 

Finally, the two short sides can be installed.  Apply glue as indicated, then 
push them on to the sides.  Once dry, the drawers can be inserted.  Use the 
holes at the back of the unit to push the drawers out.  This tray should be kept 
in the box with the drawers facing up, to keep everything in place. 

 

 

 
290-Drawer Completed Assembly 
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